
How are you at the moment?

So far so good! Being in good shape during a pandemic feels like a blessing.

What is your morning ritual? How does your day begin?

I wish I had a healthy ritual, like doing yoga at 6AM… but I simply wake up around 8:30AM, eat a fruit

with some coffee, take a shower and walk to the studio.

What, right now, can you see?

The screen of an iMac and a wall with large test prints from Cartographies, my latest book.



What artist, project, book would you recommend we see/follow?

Always hard to narrow it down to a single name. Recently, I’ve been appreciating the work of Carl Ander

and his book Constructs, published by Heavy Books.

Tell us about your process when starting a new project

It usually starts with becoming intrigued by a specific topic or subject. I then make some research about it,

in  order  to  figure  out  what’s  already  out  there,  both  in  theoretical  and  factual  terms.  Then  I  try  to

understand what really hits me about it. And eventually try to translate that into photographs, eventually

into an exhibition or a book. I tend to think in ‘series’. If I think of an image, I already try to imagine the

next one…

What has been your favourite collaboration?

I really enjoy working with graphic designers. I like working with someone who further translates your

work, whether it’s images or text. For my latest book Cartographies, I’ve been working closely with Claire

Huss. It’s nice to see how initial ideas can change over time and eventually become something real. That

said, I’ve also enjoyed working with fellow photographers, even if our practice is kind of a solipsistic one.

What is your greatest achievement?

Hard to tell.  Probably is yet to come? In general, I’d say being able to follow your own interests and



eventually being recognized. This happened to me a few times and it gave me a strong confidence to

proceed with my work.

What is your greatest regret?

There’s no time to regret! Yet thinking about the past, sometimes I feel like I could’ve been more reckless

and overthink less.

What advice would you give to your younger self?

See above : )

What is your latest project about?

It’s  a  photographic  book  called  Cartographies,  published  by  Humboldt  books

(https://www.humboldtbooks.com/en) . A series of photographs depicting everyday drapery on clothes of

passers-by in the streets of Manhattan, New York.

What are you researching at the moment?

Like everyone, I’m researching on different subjects for a possible new work. Current topics range from

‘impossible objects’ to the topic of ‘death’.

What can you not work without?

I’m afraid I’d be in a hard time without a computer. Though it would be a great exercise trying to avoid it.



What challenges have you faced working in your industry?

Many, from people turning down proposals to people trying to pay you as little as possible. Yet that’s stuff

that happens to anyone, so through time I managed to find my path and in the end, there’s always someone

who will believe in your work or simply recognize it adequately.

What are you hoping for in 2021?

I guess we all have the same hope.

Share a song with us, what are you listening to at the moment?

Flyby  Vfr  by  Slee  Mask  (https://open.spotify.com/playlist

/6TqFaXG9Wpbxu5sMaY6mCF?si=001c320011c54c91) .
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